
In stock, order now!

Check it out!
ORDER NOW!

Looking for  
ways to boost 
 creativity, focus,
     or simply have some fun? Look no further! 
       We have a fantastic selection of in-stock 
            fidget toys that are perfect for all ages.

A FIDGET 
FRENZY!

https://www.highcaliberline.com/lsearch.jhtm?keywords=TY24
https://www.highcaliberline.com/product/T851/Light-Up-Yo-Yo.html?cid=
https://www.highcaliberline.com/product/T511/The-Fidget-Puzzle-Ball.html?cid=
https://www.highcaliberline.com/product/T512/Zoom-Wrist-Disc.html?cid=
https://www.highcaliberline.com/product/T512/Zoom-Wrist-Disc.html?cid=
https://www.highcaliberline.com/product/P730/Spinner-Fidget-Pen.html?cid=


Spinner Fidget Pen | P730

Zoom Wrist Disc | T512Light Up Yo-Yo | T851

In stock, order now!

The Spinner Fidget Pen is a stylish and functional pen that is perfect 
for people of all ages. It features a twist-action mechanism for smooth 
writing and a stylus tip for soft touch. It also functions as a fidget toy 
to help relieve stress and anxiety. Stylish twist action pen with chrome 
accents. Contoured barrel for a comfortable grip. Silicone stylus tip 
for use with touch screens. Fully functional ballpoint pen in black ink. 
Lightweight and portable. Available in blue, red, black, and silver.

The Zoom Wrist Disc Silicone Toy is a great way to relieve stress and 
anxiety. It can also be used to improve hand-eye coordination and 
dexterity. The toy is also a great way to get some exercise, as it can 
be thrown and caught or used to play games such as frisbee. Made of 
soft, durable silicone. Unique design allows it to be worn on the wrist 
or used as a flying disc. Relieves stress and anxiety. Improves hand-
eye coordination and dexterity. Safe and non-toxic. Easy to clean and 
dishwasher safe. Avaiable in blue, red, black, and gray.

Experience the thrill of yo-yo tricks with a dazzling twist! Our Light Up 
Yo-Yo combines classic yo-yo play with vibrant LED lights, ensuring 
hours of fun and excitement. Crafted from durable recyclable plastic. 
As you spin the yo-yo, the red LED lights up. Avaiable in blue, red, green, 
orange, and purple.

The Fidget Puzzle Ball is a fun and challenging puzzle toy that is perfect 
for people of all ages. It features 12 colorful balls that can be moved 
around inside the ball to solve the puzzle. To play, simply scramble the 
balls and then try to get them all back into their matching colored slots. 
it’s a great way to improve your hand-eye coordination and problem-
solving skills. Relieves stress and anxiety. Small and lightweight. 

Check it out!
ORDER NOW!

The Fidget Puzzle Ball | T511

EQP: $1.69(R)
MOQ: 250

EQP: $2.49(R)
MOQ: 250

EQP: $3.39(R)
MOQ: 150

EQP: $1.79(R)
MOQ: 50
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